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In their recent study, ‘‘Was reexcision less frequent in

patients with lobular breast cancer after publication of the

SSO-ASTRO margin guidelines,’’ Mamtani et al. show that

women with invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) indeed had

lower rates of second surgery after adoption of new con-

sensus guidelines at their center.1 Before guideline

adoption, 31.4% of patients in their large series of ILC had

either reexcision or completion mastectomy after breast-

conserving surgery. After guideline implementation in

2014, this second surgery rate decreased to 23.1%, a drop

of similar magnitude to that seen in patients with invasive

ductal carcinoma (IDC). A reduction in reexcisions was not

necessarily expected for the following reasons: many sur-

geons have questioned the safety of narrow margins in ILC

because of its growth pattern; additionally, there is a pau-

city of data on outcomes of narrow margins in this tumor

type. However, women with ILC have such high rates of

reexcisions and completion mastectomies that these find-

ings could represent a meaningful improvement in their

care.

Before publication of consensus guidelines, the defini-

tion of ‘‘negative margins’’ after surgical excision of breast

cancer varied widely.2–4 In 2014, the Society of Surgical

Oncology (SSO) and the American Society for Radiation

Oncology (ASTRO) published consensus guidelines based

on meta-analyses of nearly 30,000 patients who underwent

breast conserving surgery for stage 1–2 invasive carci-

noma.4 In brief, the guidelines state that negative margins

defined as ‘‘no ink on tumor’’ provide the same control for

ipsilateral breast tumor recurrence as wider margins; this

recommendation was made for all tumor subtypes,

including ILC.5 Many centers readily adopted these

guidelines, with several publications showing reductions in

overall re-excision rates after their implementation in 2014.

However, these studies included predominantly patients

with IDC.6–8 Consequently, the impact of the consensus

guidelines on reexcision rates for women with ILC had not

been thoroughly evaluated until the study of Mamtani et al.

Concerns about the diffuse growth pattern and multi-

centricity seen in ILC have made some question the safety

of narrow margins in this histologic subtype. Lacking the

adhesion protein E-cadherin, ILC often grows in ‘‘single

file lines’’ and is difficult to detect on imaging.9,10 The

concern that tumor multicentricity could result in a nega-

tive margin but leave residual tumor in the breast has led

some to advocate for wider margins in ILC, or even

avoidance of breast conservation altogether.11–14

Although ILC has features that make the study of mar-

gin width particularly salient, there are relatively few

studies of this topic in ILC. Among the patients included in

the meta-analysis supporting the SSO-ASTRO consensus

guidelines, fewer than 10% were reported to have either

mixed or pure ILC, with the number of studies that

reported recurrence rates specifically for ILC patients even

smaller. At the time of consensus statement publication,

data comparing recurrence rates between narrow margins

(\ 2 mm) and wider margins were sparse. A study from

Galimberti et al. showed the safety of margins smaller than

1 cm in ILC, but this definition is much larger than ‘‘no ink

on tumor.’’13

However, since publication of consensus guidelines,

groups are beginning to report outcomes for ipsilateral

breast tumor recurrence in ILC in the setting of margins in

the \ 1-mm and 1-3-mm range. In two such series of
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mixed and pure ILC patients, recurrence rates in these

groups are similar to patients with wider margins, provid-

ing support for the safety of this approach.15,16

Sparing patients additional surgery is significant for

patients with ILC, who face much higher rates of reexci-

sions and completion mastectomies than patients with IDC.

Since the time course for recurrence in ILC is typically

long, many years of follow-up for these patients will be

needed to definitively determine the impact of narrow

margins.10 However, given continued improvements in

systemic therapies, and development of imaging modalities

that promise to improve detection for ER positive tumors,

any potential benefit of wider margins is likely to become

even smaller.

The data reported by Mamtani et al. importantly show

that application of the margin consensus guidelines can

result in significantly fewer reexcisions for patients with

ILC. Future studies on the application of these guidelines

to ILC patients in other centers would be of interest, and

more data on long-term outcomes of these patients will

hopefully confirm the safety of this approach.
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